In the last few years great interest has centered around the study of molecular ions by means of electronic spectroscopy.
This interest has led to the development of several new tech niques aimed at overcoming the problems associated with the production and manipulation of sufficient numbers of ions.
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While advances have been made, it is evident that the class of ions presenting the greatest challenge to the spectroscopist is that of fragment ions, many of which are of interest 1n atmospheric and astrophysical processes.
We present here what we believe to be the first electronic The band system studied here was the 0 0 (A 1 n + X lE+)
band of CD , calculated to be the strongest band in the transition.
The experimentally measured radiative li time for is transition in CH+ ranges over a factor of 6, from 70 to 420 nsec. 9
Radiative lifetimes in this range are ideally suited to our detection electronics which the fluorescence detection gate is variable between tens of nsecs tens of )JSecs.
We present in Figure 1 a portion of the normalized spectrum of this band in which the first 15 components of the R branch are identified. Molecular constants calculated with these data are given in Table I In summary, we have demonstrated a versatile method for the study of molecular fragment ions. A more lete study of + + the CH and CD ions, including measurement of radiat lifetimes, will be reported in a future article. 
